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Abstract
Advertising is an important revenue source for
many companies. However, it is expensive
to manually create advertisements that meet
the needs of various queries for massive items.
In this paper, we propose the query-variant
advertisement text generation task that aims
to generate candidate advertisements for dif-
ferent queries with various needs given the
item keywords. In this task, for many dif-
ferent queries there is only one general pur-
posed advertisement with no predefined query-
advertisement pair, which would discourage
traditional End-to-End models from generat-
ing query-variant advertisements for different
queries with different needs. To deal with the
problem, we propose a query-variant adver-
tisement text generation model that takes key-
words and associated external knowledge as in-
put during training and adds different queries
during inference. Adding external knowledge
helps the model adapted to the information be-
sides the item keywords during training, which
makes the transition between training and in-
ference more smoothing when the query is
added during inference. Both automatic and
human evaluation show that our model can
generate more attractive and query-focused ad-
vertisements than the strong baselines.1
1 Introduction
The revenue of many Internet companies relies
heavily on advertising. Every time a user gives
a query (natural language words), the advertising
system would respond with a list of advertisements
of several items. An example is shown in Figure
1. However, the originally retrieved advertisements
only apply for general purpose. On the other hand,
the manual creation of all the advertisements tar-
geted on different queries with different needs for
massive items is very expensive.
∗Equal Contribution
1Both the data and the code will be available online.
User Query
How to make a digital resume?
Item Keywords:
how, make, resume
Original Ads Text writed by human:
How to make a nice resume?
Auto-Generated Ads Text :
How to make an digital version of your resume? 
Essential resume templates for job hunting. 
Massive resume templates for you to choose.
Figure 1: An example of the proposed query-variant
advertisement generation task. User Query is input by
users, which are natural language words. Item Key-
words containing the core information of an item are
provided by advertisement sponsors.
In this paper, we propose to automatically gen-
erate advertisement candidate texts of one item for
different queries given the sponsor provided item
keywords that contain the core information of an
item. This way, the advertisements can focus on
the most relevant and attractive aspects of the item
according to the query, which would increase the
click/exposure rate for an item, thus improving the
income. Note that the generated candidates will
be further checked before added to the advertising
system to prevent from being fake or divergent.
One of the possible solutions is to treat both the
query and the item keywords as input, the original
human written advertisement as output, and ap-
ply end-to-end generation frameworks (e.g. Trans-
former) to generate the advertisement. However, in
such settings, there come two major obstacles:
• Multiple-to-One problem: for different user
queries, there is only one general purposed
target, which will discourage the model from
generating diversified advertisements.
• Information Insufficiency problem: the
provided information from both the query
and the item keywords tend to be insufficient,
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Figure 2: Input difference between training and infer-
ence. “K” means item keywords, “Q” means user query.
To generate diversified advertisements, user queries are
only used during inference.
which will lead to tedious, query-invariant
text.
To deal with the multiple-to-one problem, we
propose to feed only the item keywords as input
during training, and add different queries to the
encoder during inference. To bridge the gap caused
by adding queries as input during inference, we pro-
pose to supplement the item keywords with external
associated knowledge during training. Adding ex-
ternal knowledge allows the model to be adapted to
additional information besides the keywords. This
makes the transition between training and infer-
ence more smoothing when the queries are added
during inference. where the model can focus on
specific item aspects corresponding to the query.
Furthermore, the external knowledge is also helpful
to solve the information deficiency problem. An
illustration of our method is shown in Figure 2.
To test the effectiveness of our method, We col-
lect 2.14 million queries with the retrieved adver-
tisements. We also build an association knowledge
graph based on 17 million advertisements. Since
there is no standard advertisement for a query, in
addition to the automatic evaluation, we conduct
human evaluation on the attractiveness, informa-
tiveness, fluency and coherence of the generated
advertisements. Extensive experiment results show
that our model outperforms all the strong baseline
models including the originally retrieved human
written advertisements.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose the query-variant advertisement
text generation task and provide the dataset.
• We propose a query-variant advertisement
generation model with an RL based associ-
ation module that uses associative knowledge
to bridge the gap caused by adding queries as
input during inference stage.
• We conduct extensive experiments. Both au-
tomatic and human evaluation results show
that our model can generate query-focused
and attractive advertisements.
2 Task Formulation and Data Collection
We first introduce the proposed advertisement gen-
eration task. Given the user query q, the item key-
words k and the original advertisement t of the
item, the objective of the task is to generate the
advertisements ads that are coherent to the item
information while being more attractive to the user
and focusing on the main focus of the query.
Then we introduce how we collect the data. We
collect 2.14 million pairs of data from the advertis-
ing system of one Browser2. Each pair of data con-
sists of three parts: query q from the user, general
purposed human written advertisement t retrieved
by the system and keywords k of this item. The key-
words are provided by the advertisement sponsors.
Some statistics of the dataset are given in Table
1. The 50,000 words with top word frequency are
used as the vocabulary. We also collect 17 million
advertisements to build a Associative Knowledge
Graph. The construction process is introduced in
Section 3.1. To protect the brand side privacy of the
advertisement, the data set and Knowledge Graph
are open access after ID projection.
3 Approach
We give a sketch of our model in Figure 3. Our
model mainly consists of two modules, namely, the
Association module and the Generation module.
The association module is designed to retrieve ex-
ternal knowledge, which allows the model to be
adapted to the information other than keywords dur-
ing training. This helps the transition between train-
ing and inference more smoothing when queries are
added during inference stage.The generation mod-
ule is designed to generate advertisements based on
the keywords of the item and the associated knowl-
edge retrieved with the association module during
training. The user query is added as input together
with item keywords during inference.
For each item, the forward process is as follows:
1. Sub-graph Construction: We first construct
the keyword sub-graph A based on the item
keywords k and connect them by referring
2We will supplement more details when published due to
anonymity issues
Association
Module
Generation
Module
Ads:
What	software	is	easy	to
use	for	video	editing?
Hundreds	of		online
popular	video	effects
with	one-click	editing.
video
software use
video
usesoftware
effect
edit
easy
Association
Knowledge	Graph
Figure 3: A sketch of the proposed model. Blue circles are item keywords, red circles are query words, orange
circles are the associated words retrieved by the Association module from the Association Knowledge Graph. The
Generation module is designed to generate advertisements based on the extended sub-graph.
Data Train Dev Test Avg Len Max Len AKG-node AKG-edge
Number 2,127,041 10,000 10,000 10 20 49,460 869,371
Table 1: Statistics of the dataset. AKG indicates the Association Knowledge Graph we build.
to the association knowledge graph (AKG).
Words of the user queries are added in this
step during inference.
2. Knowledge Association: Then we associate
other words toA by referring to AKG with the
association module. This is a key operation
to bridge the input gap between training and
inference.
3. Ads Generation: Finally, we generate the ad-
vertisement based on the extended sub-graph
A′ with the generation module.
3.1 Graph Construction
We propose to construct an association knowledge
graph based on the co-appearance between the
words in the original advertisement, which helps
provide supplementary information on items other
than the keywords.
Formally, we use point-wise mutual informa-
tion (PMI) to calculate the correlation between two
words wi and wj :
PMI(wi, wj) = log
p(wi, wj)
p(wi)p(wj)
where p(wi, wj) is the probability of wi and wj
appearing in the same advertisement, p(wi) is the
probability of wi appearing in the advertisement.
In the association knowledge graph (N , E), the
nodes N are the words, and an edge e(i, j) ∈ E is
built between wi and wj when the PMI score be-
tween the two nodes reaches a threshold ξ. Assume
the keywords of an item as α, the AKG is used in
two steps in our model:
• Sub-graph Construction: we use the edges in
AKG to link the original keywords k of the
item and the user query q. That is, if wi ∈ k
, wj ∈ k and e(i, j) ∈ E , we build an edge
between wi and wj in the sub-graph A of the
item. This way, we get a sub-graph A of the
item with the global correlation information
among keywords k of the item.
• Sub-graph Extension with external knowl-
edge: we put the neighboring nodes of the
keywords k in AKG as the candidate nodes
to be added to the sub-graph A.
Note that words of the user query q are added to
the sub-graph A during inference.
3.2 Association Module
To bridge the gap caused by adding queries as input
during inference,and make the transition between
training and inference more smoothing, we pro-
pose an Association module, which extends the
sub-graph by selecting proper knowledge from the
AKG, allowing the model to be adapted to associ-
ated information during training.
We first roughly select candidate neighboring
nodes by choosing all the neighboring nodes of
the keywords in AKG. This rough selection proce-
dure only makes use of the historical co-appearance
information, which can be noisy. Therefore, to
combine the semantic information during selection,
we propose a reinforcement learning (RL) based
method to score (filter) the candidates based on the
semantic information within the hidden representa-
tion of the keyword sub-graph A.
This proposed association module uses a graph
encoder and a score predictor to score the candi-
dates. The graph encoder is designed for represent-
ing the keywords sub-graph A with dense vectors.
The score predictor is to predict the probability of
the candidate nodes from AKG to be extended into
the sub-graph A based on the graph representation
learned by the graph encoder and the AKG edges.
Graph Encoder: we propose a gated graph convo-
lutional neural networks (Gated GCN) as the graph
encoder, which is calculated as follows:
H˜ l = GCN(H l−1, adj) (1)
H l = LSTM(H˜ l, H l−1) (2)
g˜l = AttnPooling(H l) (3)
gl = LSTM(gl−1, g˜l) (4)
whereH l is the hidden states of the l-th layer in the
graph, adj is the normalized adjacency matrix fol-
lowing the setting of graph convolutional networks
(GCN) (Kipf and Welling, 2017), g is the global
representation of the graph learned with attentive
pooling in Knight et al. (2016).
This encoder uses GCN to aggregate the neigh-
boring information and uses the gate mechanism
in LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) to
decide which part of the aggregated information
should be passed into the next layer. This design
takes advantage of the graph structure by applying
GCN while releasing the over-smoothing problem
with LSTM, which is often faced by GCN.
Score Predictor: After we get the graph repre-
sentations, we score the candidates with the score
predictor:
score = w([gL; vc]) (5)
where gL is the global representation of the last
layer, vc is the embedding of the candidate word
wc, [; ] means concatenation, and w ∈ Rh is a
learnable parameter matrix. The candidates with
top φ scores are added to the original sub-graph A,
which form the new sub-graph A′.
3.3 Generation Module
The generation module is designed to generate ad-
vertisement text based on the keyword sub-graph,
which is developed on the basis of Transformer
(Vaswani et al., 2017).
To distinguish the role between the original
keywords and the associated knowledge, we add
type embedding et to the word embedding ew,
x = ew + et.
To make use of the graph structure, which in-
dicates global co-appearance information among
words, we propose to add a Gated GCN layer used
in the association module before the Transformer
encoder. The decoder follows the same architecture
of the original Transformer.
3.4 Reinforcement Training
To make the model able to generate coherent adver-
tisement when adding query information as input
during inference, we propose an RL based method
to train the association module that can bridge the
gap between the training stage and the inference
stage caused by the absence of query in the super-
vised training. We propose a three-stage training
process that applies supervised training to facilitate
RL training (a.k.a teacher forcing).
In the first stage, we omit the score predictor
in the forward pass. The extended keywords are
randomly selected from the candidates (words con-
nected withA in the AKG). The generation module
is trained with cross-entropy weighted by the sen-
tence length n:
Loss = − 1
n
×
n∑
j=1
tjlog(pj)
where t is the gold label, p is the prediction proba-
bility. This first supervised training process gives
the model the clue of the extended graph with new
words from the AKG, which can be used to roughly
train the parameters (e.g. embeddings) of both the
association module and the generation module.
In the second RL stage, we use the policy gra-
dient (Williams, 1992) to train the score predictor.
The reward is calculated by comparing the adver-
tisement generated by the model we obtain in the
first stage and the original human written one. For-
mally, the reward is calculated as follows:
Reward = −log(tanh(− 1
n
×
n∑
j=1
tjlog(pj)))
For different inputs, the value of the sampling prob-
ability will be affected by the total number of sam-
pled words, thus affecting the RL loss. Therefore
Model BLEU Recall(k) Recall(q) Recall(q+k) Dist1 Dist2 Train Test
Original 95.04 64.28 (+0.00) 72.81 (+0.00) 14.69 66.41
PointerNetwork 16.73 83.15 73.14 (+8.86) 75.31 (+2.50) 11.51 49.87 k k+q
Transformer 19.81 89.92 85.26 (+20.98) 85.07 (+12.26) 13.24 51.71 k k+q
GPMM 17.39 87.96 60.33 (-3.95) 68.07 (-4.74) 11.20 45.83 k+q k+q
ExpansionNet 17.77 87.58 62.64 (-1.64) 68.65 (-4.16) 11.10 45.97 k+q k+q
Transformer+itf 9.23 87.96 62.82 (-1.46) 68.55 (-4.26) 20.20 64.19 k k
Proposal 22.03 91.60 89.03 (+24.75) 88.29 (+15.48) 13.69 55.23 k k+q
Table 2: Automatic evaluation results. Original means the human written advertisement retrieved by the advertis-
ing system. We also show the change of Recall(q) and Recall(q+k) compared to the Original ads in the parentheses.
Train and Test columns show the input settings during the training and test phases. k denotes Item Keywords ,q
denotes User Query.
the probability for each sample is normalized by
the total number of words it is associated with:
Prob = σ(
a
φ
×
φ∑
i=1
Probi − 1)
where φ is the predefined associated word number,
a is the total candidate associated word number.
In the third stage, we also apply supervised
training after the reinforcement learning process
when the parameters of the association module are
settled. The loss function at this stage is the normal
cross-entropy. This stage can help the generation
module adapted to the fixed association module.
In order to make the association module able to
filter the associated knowledge and let the genera-
tion module fully adapt to the knowledge enhanced
sub-graph A′, we carry out a two-step training on
the generation module in the third stage training.
In the first step, the association module samples
candidate neighbors according to the calculated im-
portance score as the sampling probability to obtain
the associated words. In the second step, the top-
φ importance scores calculated by the association
module are used to obtain the associated words.
4 Experiment
In this section, we give the experiment results.
4.1 Setting
The embedding size is 128, the hidden size is 256.
For fair comparison, the generation module of our
model is obtained by replacing the first layer in
the Transformer encoder with the GatedGCN men-
tioned in the article, which has parameters of the
same scale as Transformer. GatedGCN has two lay-
ers, the Transformer encoder has two layers, and
the decoder has three layers. We use Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) to train the models.
Figure 4: Results of different training stages. Stage 2
is RL based. Stage 1 and stage 3 are supervised.
4.2 Baseline
In this work, we compare our model with five
strong baselines in addition to the original human-
written one. The numbers of parameters are all of
the comparable scale to our model.
General End-to-End Baselines:
Pointer network (See et al., 2017): A seq2seq
model with copy mechanism.
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017): both the
encoder and decoder use three-layer multi-head
self-attention.
Persona Text Generation Baselines:
GPMM (Generative Profile Memory Network)
(Zhang et al., 2018): A seq2seq based method aim-
ing at personalized text generation. We adapt the
model to our task by treating each word of user
query as individual memory representations in the
memory network.
ExpansionNet (Ni and McAuley, 2018): An-
other seq2seq based method aiming at personal-
ized text generation, which calculates two attention
scores between decoder hidden state and the word
embedding of words in user query.
Diversity Promoting Baselines:
Transformer + itf (Nakamura et al., 2018): A
diversity-promoting method that weights the loss
Versus
Attractiveness (p=0.44) Informativeness (p=0.46) Fluency (p=0.22)
win lose tie win lose tie win lose tie
Proposal-Original 57.27 8.47 34.27 60.53 21.73 17.73 25.40 19.53 55.07
Proposal-Transformer 38.00 14.87 47.13 48.07 22.33 29.60 21.67 10.93 67.40
Proposal-NoQuery 58.67 4.13 37.20 69.07 9.07 21.87 21.73 18.93 59.33
Table 3: Human evaluation results. “win” indicates the generated advertisement of our proposed model is better
than the other one. “win>lose” means our proposal is better than the other one. The Pearson’s r for each metric is
shown in the header within the braces. “NoQuery” means not using queries when doing inference.
function by inverse token frequency. The network
is same with Transformer.
The seq2seq models in GPMM, ExpansionNet
and Pointer Network are all LSTM-based (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) seq2seq model with
attention mechanism (Luong et al., 2015). Both
encoder and decoder are three layers.
4.3 Automatic Evaluation
Metrics:
we choose three widely used automatic metrics to
evaluate the quality of the generated text.
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002): BLEU is calcu-
lated between the original advertisement and the
generated one when not considering query as input
during inference. We use BLEU to measure the ex-
pression ability of the model from item keywords
to advertisement.
Recall: Recall(k), Recall(q), Recall(q+k) calcu-
late the recall between the generated advertisement
and item keywords, user query, the union of item
keywords and user query respectively in the test-
ing phase. We also show the recall improvement to
measure the ability to absorb the query information.
Recall reflects the ability to capture user preference
and key information of the original advertisement.
Dist-1, Dist-2 (Li et al., 2016a): These two met-
rics count numbers of distinct unigrams and bi-
grams divided by the total number of unigrams and
bigrams in the generated text. These two metrics
measure the informativeness and diversity.
Result:
In Table 2 we show the automatic evaluation results
of our model compared with the strong baselines
and the original advertisement. It should be noted
that the recall(q) of the original advertisement is
significantly lower than recall(k) showing that the
coverage of query words is not satisfactory. The
general purposed advertisement can not meet the
needs of different queries. This phenomenon testi-
fies the necessity of our proposed task, which aims
to generate query-variant advertisements.
From the results we can also see that nor-
mal personalized text generation baseline meth-
ods (GPMM, ExpansionNet) that use query during
training do not perform well. This is caused by
the many-to-one problem that one advertisement
is paired with different user queries by the current
advertisement system.
Note that although the pure diversity promotion
method (Transformer + itf) gets high ratio in Dist-1
and Dist-2, the Recall(q) is very low, which means
the general purposed models are not suitable for the
proposed task where the generated advertisement
should answer the needs of the user queries.
Compared with Transformer and Pointer Net-
work that take the same input setting in training
and inference with our model, our model achieves
much better results on all metrics. This is because
that the associated external knowledge not only
brings more information but also helps the model
be adapted to additional information other than
the item keywords. The proposed model gains the
highest Recall(q) improvement, which means that
our proposed association module can bridge the
training and inference better.
4.4 Human Evaluation
Evaluation Data:
In the human evaluation, we focus on the system
retrieved advertisements that are divergent from
the queries, which are the cases where the default
retrieved advertisements do not meet the needs of
the queries. We randomly sample 500 data and
invite 3 people for human evaluation.
Evaluation Guideline:
In the human evaluation, the user query and two
advertisement options are provided to the evalua-
tors. The evaluators are asked to choose the better
one out of the two optional advertisements in terms
of three aspects:
Attractiveness is a comprehensive indicator,
which represents which advertisement the users
prefer to click with the given query.
Model BLEU Recall(k) Recall(q) Recall(q+k) Dist1 Dist2 Train Test
Transformer 19.81 89.92 85.26 (+20.98) 85.07 (+12.26) 13.24 51.71 k k+q
+GatedGCN 19.99 88.75 84.05 (+19.77) 83.95 (+11.14) 13.29 51.86 k k+q
+Association 21.22 91.57 89.12 (+24.84) 88.36 (+15.55) 13.64 54.72 k k+q
Proposal 22.03 91.60 89.03 (+24.75) 88.29 (+15.48) 13.69 55.23 k k+q
+ query (input) 19.74 89.68 61.27 (-3.01) 69.32 (-3.49) 12.00 46.72 k+q k+q
Table 4: Ablation study on the effect of association module and generation module. Our model is built on the
basis of Transformer. +GatedGCN means the model includes the input sub-graph constructed with the help of the
AKG where there is no associated knowledge, which is encoded with GatedGCN enhanced Transformer encoder.
+Association means that the input graph is enhanced with the retrieved external knowledge from the association
module. +query (input) means adding query to the input during training. The changes shown in the parentheses
are the recall compared with the original human written one.
Informativeness represents which advertisement
provides more useful information for the user
query.
Fluency represents the language smoothness of
the advertisement. If the two advertisements are
equally good or bad, they are given a tie.
Result:
In Table 3 we show the human evaluation results.
We compare our model with the three baselines,
namely, the original human written advertisement,
Transformer and NoQuery. NoQuery means the
result is generated by the model we propose with-
out adding query in the test phase. When “win >
lose”, our model beats the other one. Results show
that our proposed model beats all the baselines, es-
pecially in attractiveness and informativeness. The
evaluation results on attractiveness and informa-
tiveness show good correlation, while rather low
correlation on fluency. This is expected because
the concept of being fluent is blurry especially in
advertisement area.
Coherent Content Acceptance:
To test whether the generated advertisement con-
tent diverges from the original item, we ask experts
to evaluate whether the generated advertisement is
coherent to the original item, which indicates the
qualified ratio of the generated candidates. The
result shows that 85.80 % of generated ads are co-
herent. Since our aim is to feed candidates to the
advertising system which will be further checked
by humans, this level of coherence is tolerable in
the real-life application.
4.5 Ablation Study
Effect of Association Module:
In Table 4 we show the ablation study on the com-
ponents of the generation module and association
module. We can see that with the help of the graph
structure (+GatedGCN), the BLEU score generally
improves. This shows that the graph structure can
help improve the model expression ability because
not all the keywords are inter-connected with each
other. Attending on all the other keywords in Trans-
former may bring in much noise.
The ability of associative thinking (+Associa-
tion) improves both the BLEU score and the recall
by a big margin. We think that this is because the
association module makes the model better absorb
the query information, resulting in the biggest re-
call(k+q) improvement (+15.55). The association
module can also solve the information deficiency
problem. The model would generate an irrelevant
advertisement without enough information. Con-
sidering the balance between the query-variance
and keyword consistency, we apply the model with
both association and graph structure. When adding
the query as input during training, the performance
of all the metrics drop severely, this shows that
the many-to-one problem would result in serious
damage to the task.
In Figure 4 we show the performance trend dur-
ing the RL training stages (dictated in section 3.4).
From the figure we can see that all three stages
are necessary to train the model. The two super-
vised stages can actually help the RL training a
lot. Furthermore, with the help of the two super-
vised stages, RL training can indeed improve the
performance of the model.
Effect of Different Retrieval Methods:
In Table 5 we show the results of different re-
trieving methods. Among all the retrieving meth-
ods, our proposed method achieves the best on all
the metrics. Even though the ”no-filter” method
achieves relatively better BLEU and recall rate
(without query) than the other two, the improve-
ment of recall(q+k) is the lowest (+13.12). We as-
sume that this is because too much noise is brought
Model BLEU Recall(k) Recall(q) Recall(q+k) Dist1 Dist2 Train Test
random 20.38 90.44 86.12 (+21.84) 86.17 (+13.36) 13.15 53.45 k k+q
pmi 20.57 90.63 86.91 (+22.63) 86.65 (+13.84) 13.45 53.71 k k+q
no-filter 20.82 90.17 86.31 (+22.03) 85.93 (+13.12) 13.34 52.75 k k+q
Proposal 22.03 91.60 89.03 (+24.75) 88.29 (+15.48) 13.69 55.23 k k+q
Table 5: Effect of different retrieving methods. ”Random” means randomly selecting φ neighbors from AKG.
”PMI” means selecting neighbors with top-φ PMI scores. ”no-filter” means selecting all the neighbors in AKG.
“Proposal” means selecting with our proposed association module. The changes shown in the parentheses are the
recall compared with the original human written one.
by adding all the neighbors in AKG to the input
sub-graph. ”PMI” method achieves higher recall
improvement (+13.84), which is the sign of the
importance of the candidate knowledge. However,
the PMI score focuses on the global knowledge,
while our method not only makes use of the PMI
score via the edge weight in the GCN component
in the association module but also considers the
semantics of the keywords encoded in the graph
representations. This design makes our method
achieve the highest recall improvement (+15.48)
among all the retrieval methods.
5 Related Work
5.1 Personalized Generation
Many works propose different ways to use personal-
ized information for generation. Xing et al. (2017)
incorporate topic information into the seq2seq
framework to generate informative and interesting
responses for chatbots. Li et al. (2016c) present
a persona-based model that captures individual
characteristics of speakers in neural conversation.
Zhang et al. (2018) make use of speakers’ profile
information in chit-chat. Ni and McAuley (2018)
aims at generating personalized reviews by expand-
ing short phrases with aspect-level information.
5.2 Diverse Text Generation
There are also works focusing on generating gen-
eral purposed diverse text. Li et al. (2016b) use
MMI as the objective function in neural conversa-
tion models. Vijayakumar et al. (2016) proposes
to diversify the outputs by optimizing diversity-
augmented objective in beam search. Xu et al.
(2018) use GAN to generate diversity text by as-
signing a low reward for repeated text and high
reward for novel and fluent text. Nakamura et al.
(2018) use ITF loss individually, which scales
smaller loss for frequent token classes and larger
loss for rare token classes. Unlike the diversity-
promote works above, our proposed task to gener-
ate query-variant advertisement text aims to diver-
sify the advertisement that can meet the purpose of
different query needs.
5.3 External Knowledge
External knowledge is an important information
source for natural language understanding. Earlier
attempts using the knowledge graph mainly focus
on answering questions with a single clue retrieved
from the knowledge graph (Hao et al., 2017; Bor-
des et al., 2014a,b; Dong et al., 2015). Although
these works achieve great success, the applications
are limited because of the idealized task setting.
Other works propose to supplement the state-of-
the-art model with external knowledge (Chen et al.,
2016, 2018; Parthasarathi and Pineau, 2018). The
knowledge usage in these work remain latent, and
it is hard to tell the effect of the knowledge. Zhou
et al. (2018) use large-scale commonsense knowl-
edge in conversation generation. Mihaylov and
Frank (2018) integrate external knowledge in a
cloze-style setting dealing in reading comprehen-
sion task. These work try to reason over the graph,
which is a good way to use external knowledge.
Yang et al. (2019) use external knowledge to help
generate essay from topics.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the advertisement text
generation task that aims to generate query-variant
advertisements for items. To solve the multiple-to-
one problem in training data, we give the model
different inputs between training and inference. To
bridge the gap between the two stages caused by
adding extra input in inference, we propose an as-
sociation module to retrieved knowledge from an
external association knowledge graph which en-
courages the model to be adapted to additional
information. Both automatic and human evaluation
results show that our model can generate attractive
and query-focused advertisements.
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